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INTRO

from the desk of Paul Redner

We’ve had a good amount of interest recently in
EPD’s (Expected Progeny Differences) as they apply to
certain identifiable characteristics and as they apply to
the Wagyu Breed. After listening to some of the dialog
it became apparent that EPD’s are not widely understood. This statement would apply to EBV’s (Expected
Breeding Values) as used by Breedplan, but for simplicity’s sake and because there is much more data in the U.S.
on EPD’s I thought I would just supply the Wikipedia
definition and explanation of EPD’s.

EPD’s as being somewhat absolute. When reading this
keep in mind two very important factors: a traits
heritability and the degree of accuracy represented.
These elements put the reported EPD’s in perspective.
References:
Understanding Expected Progeny Differences (EPDs). Scott P.
Greiner, Extension Animal Scientist, Virginia Tech. http://pubs.ext.
vt.edu/400/400-804/400-804.html
Janice M. Rumph. “Interpretation and Use of Expected Progeny
Differences (EPD)”
Understanding and using Expected Progeny Differences (EPDs).

“Expected Progeny Differences” (EPD) are an evaluation of an animal’s genetic worth as a parent. They are
based on animal models, which combine all information
known about an individual and its relatives, to create a
genetic profile of the animal’s merits. These profiles are
then compared only to other individuals of the same
breed.”

Brett Barham, PhD. Extension Livestock Specialist at University of
Arkansas. http://www.uaex.edu/Other_Areas/publications/PDF/
FSA-3068.pdf
C.B. Rincker et al. (2006). “Relationship among GeneSTAR marbling marker, intramuscular fat deposition, and expected progeny
differences in early weaned Simmental steers”. Journal of Animal
Science (84): 686–693. PMID 16478961
Drennan, M. J., and M. McGee. “Effect of beef sire expected

This is a very good quick look at EPD’s, and well
worth reading however for a more complete look at the
science you might check the Wikipedia reference section for
the University of Virginia study. This is a very
comprehensive work. I know a lot of us often think of
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progeny difference for carcass conformation on live animal muscularity scores and ultrasonic muscle and fat depths, and on carcass
classification and composition of their progeny.” Irish Journal of
Agricultural & Food Research 47.2 (2008): 161-170. Academic
Search Complete. EBSCO. Web. 28 Mar. 2011. ISSN 0791-6833
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ACROSS-BREED EPD ADJUSTMENT FACTORS
from Drovers - 18 February 2016

We’ve been calling for basic information from our
members for years. Birth weights, weaning weights,
yearling weights, IMF score Rib eye area, etc. Every bit
of standard required information you collect will go
into our data base and eventually will characterize the
Wagyu breed. You can see from the below article how
it works and how the different breeds interact. You’ll
notice Wagyu isn’t part of the study. Unless we get the
data in we’ll continue to be ignored by the industry.
Expected Progeny Differences published by one
breed are inherently not comparable to those published
by another breed. This is due to several factors
including differences in arbitrary base adjustments used
by each breed and differences in selection intensity for a
specific trait in one breed compared to another.
Consequently, producers who wish to compare bulls of
different breeds must utilize across-breed adjustment
factors. Breed association collaborations are
underway that represent the opportunity to directly
compare bulls of different breeds directly in the future.
International Genetic Solutions (IGS) represents a
partnership between 12 beef breed associations.
Consequently, each participating breed association
benefits from data contributed by partner breed
associations enabling even more accurate EPDs when
pedigree ties exist between breeds. These pedigree ties
are evident when one thinks of SimAngus, LimFlex,
Balancer, and Red Angus, as examples.

Currently the US Meat Animal Research Center
(USMARC) calculates across breed adjustment factors
for 18 breeds for four or more traits including: birth
weight, weaning weight, yearling weight, maternal milk,
marbling score, ribeye area, and fat thickness. Producers
can use these additive adjustment factors to adjust EPD
to a common Angus base. Across-breed adjustments are
updated annually to capture differences in base changes,
genetic trends, and the addition of more data
generated in the Germplasm Evaluation Project at
USMARC. Each year new across-breed adjustment
factors are released at the Beef Improvement
Federation meeting. Current across-breed adjustment
factors can be found at http://www.beefimprovement.org.
As an example, to compare a Limousin or LimFlex
bull’s EPDs directly to an Angus bull’s EPDs bull
buyers need to use the following adjustment factors
to add to the Limousin or LimFlex bull’s EPDs: 3.0
(birth weight), -17 (weaning weight), -42 (yearling
weight), -8.8 (milk), -0.6 (marbling), 0.98 (ribeye
area), and -13.4 (carcass weight). If a Limousin bull
has a Milk EPD of 30, his Milk EPD on an Angus base
would be 21.2 (30 – 8.8). For bull buyers wishing to
directly compare bulls of different breeds this exercise is
critical. To make this exercise easier, online across-breed
EPD calculators are available at http://www.eBEEF.org.
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DEHORNING

from Cornell Alliance for Science - 26 November 2015

We’ve stirred up a lot of interest in the last couple of
years in the use of Wagyu bulls for breeding commercial
first calf heifers. By and large this program has worked
well and most have been really happy at not having to
pull those heavier calves. However, and there is always
a however in life, there have been some users who were
unhappy with the horns. One of the biggest users of
these Wagyu bulls are Angus breeders and if you haven’t
noticed Angus cattle are polled. One of our members,
Jerry Reeves has developed a polled purebred line, with
a good degree of success.
Now we have a new approach
from UC Davis and it looks
like something we might want
to keep track of in the future
read on:
What do a fast-growing
salmon and two hornless
calves have in common? In
recent days they’ve ushered
in a new era of food production and reframed the genetic
engineering debate.
It began when the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration
approved the first GE animal, a fast-growing salmon, for
human consumption. Then Recombinetics, in collaboration
with researchers at the University of California-Davis,
unveiled two healthy dairy calves that were born without
horns, thanks to a new gene-editing process. While the
calves are a long way from deregulation or market, both
announcements signal a shift in the decades old regulatory logjam that has effectively blocked the advancement
of animal
biotechnology. The two projects also effectively dem4

onstrate that biotech can make meaningful contributions
to environmental sustainability and animal welfare.
And they underscore a key message of the Alliance
for Science: Each genetically engineered crop and animal
must be evaluated on its own merits, with an eye toward
the product, not the process.
Take the case of Spotigy and Buri, the two hornless
calves who were recently introduced to the world in a
New York Times article by
Amy Harmon. Though dairy
cows routinely have their
horns removed to protect
other animals and farm
workers from injury, the
dehorning process is not
relished by farmers, animal
rights advocates, or cows.
Conventional breeding
techniques for propagating
the genetics of a small
fraction of naturally hornless
cattle are slow and imprecise.
For the large percentage
of calves born without the
gene, there’s been no alternative to burning or cutting off the
horns until now.
In a perfect example of a public-private collaborative
research project, scientists at Recombinetics used a new
gene-editing process to essentially silence the gene that
makes a cattle’s horns grow, and researchers at the
UC-Davis laboratory are boarding and analyzing the resultant calves. The bull calves — and the offspring that
will inherit their altered genetics — will be spared the
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DEHORNING (CONT.)
discomfort of dehorning. Dairy farmers and their cows
directly benefit, and dairy production becomes a little
more humane.
While this hornless application illustrates how
biotech can potentially provide animal welfare benefits,
the AquAdvantage salmon shows how the technology can
contribute to the twin goals of environmental sustainability
and food security. By adding a growth hormone gene
from a Pacific Chinook salmon and a promoter from
an ocean pout to an Atlantic salmon’s 40,000 genes,
researchers created a fish that reaches maturity in half
the time of other farmed salmon, while consuming 25
percent less feed.
The fish are raised in land-based freshwater tank
systems that physically contain the fish and eliminate
some of the environmental and disease transmission
concerns associated with net-pen based aquaculture.
While the AquAdvantage approval was for a grow-out
facility located in Panama, subject to FDA approval,
production facilities could be constructed near urban
markets, providing a local source of fish and reducing
the carbon footprint currently associated with importing
Atlantic salmon over 95% of which is produced outside
of the U.S.
Despite these environmental and economic benefits,
and a slew of studies that show the salmon is safe to
raise and eat, it took AquaBounty Technologies nearly
two decades to move its AquAdvantage salmon through
a federal regulatory process that is not required of other
breeding methods used to produce fast-growing farmed
salmon that pose equivalent or greater environmental
risks.

These complex national and international regulations,
which are triggered by the use of modern biotechnology
in the breeding process, rather than by an evaluation of
potential risks and benefits posed by the resulting animals
themselves, are thwarting efforts to develop healthier
and more productive food animals through genetic
engineering, argues Dr. Van Eenennaam in a review paper
published Nov. 23 in the open-access journal “Agriculture
and Food Security.”
Her admonishment bears consideration, especially since
other biotech projects with important environmental and
animal welfare benefits are waiting in the wings. These
include cattle resistant to sleeping sickness, pigs resistant
to swine flu and poultry resistant to avian flu; pigs and
cattle that can more efficiently digest feed, reducing both
feed consumption and greenhouse gas emissions; and
one of the first GE animals developed: pigs with a gene
that allows them to produce enough milk to feed their
entire litter, thus greatly reducing piglet mortality.
As Dr. Van Eenennaam observes, more than 20 percent of the world’s animal protein is lost to disease. This
creates suffering and hardship for both livestock and
those who tend them, especially in developing nations,
and it contributes to the use of expensive and potentially
dangerous antimicrobial drugs for treatment.
Given the advances in modern biotech, it’s time to reassess how GE animals are evaluated and regulated, and
the hornless dairy calves and AquAdvantage salmon are
good starting points.
These animals also have the potential to reshape the
public conversation around biotechnology. The calves
and salmon are not commodity crops, and they do not
require pesticides or any other proprietary ingredients
5
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DEHORNING (CONT.)
developed by their manufacturers. Neither are products
of multinational corporations. In short, they do not fit
any of the usual biotech bogeymen memes.
That “one-size-fits-all” argument against GMOs has
never been valid, and it becomes even more specious
now that hornless calves and the AquAdvantage salmon
are on the scene.
As the New Year approaches, the Alliance for Science
looks forward to shaping a new dialogue around biotech
that better fits new technological advances, new players,
and a host of new opportunities to solve problems and
help address the world’s food security crisis.
To view the original article, please visit
http://allianceforscience.cornell.edu/blog/salmon-and-calvesreframe-biotech-debate

CATTLE PRICE PROJECTION
from Cattle Trade Center - 23 February 2016

We all know of the herd rebuilding that’s going on
in the U.S. right now. We’ve seen some effect in the
lowering of prices, but the more pronounced effect of
herd expansion is yet to come. This projection takes us
to 2025 and frankly it doesn’t look good. On the other
hand if we can collectively convince the milleneals that
IMF is good for them we should have a vastly different
picture.
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WAGYU MARKET TALK 2
from the desk of Paul Redner

This month we’ll jump around a bit in that first we’ll
look at the Wagyu market as a part of the U.S. beef
market. In the future we’ll look at individual answers to
the marketing of Wagyu beef, but today we’ll try to see
just where Wagyu fits in to the whole beef market.
For a start let’s see just how big the beef market is.
Well the U.S. has been consolidating our weekly kills of
late and this week we’ll probably kill, in the vicinity of,
530,000 cattle. That’s more than 100,000 a day based on
a five day week. Incidentally that number is down about
50,000 head per week as of late because of a couple of
factors. The individual size of the fed steer has increased a bit, leading to increased pounds per
animal and less animals to achieve volume, but make no
mistake about it, demand is down. Many will always say
price and the price of competitive products, but it does
seem bigger than that in that the Milleneals seem to not
hold beef in the same high regard as did their parents.
We’ll talk more on this phenomena later.

local or spot markets but we’re certainly in no position
to enter the mainstream market. So the best thing the
Association can do is supply a website with the names
of people who have Wagyu beef for sale or who will
buy your feeders or your finished animals. At the same
time we’ve increased our participation in shows and
seminars letting cattlemen and the public know of the
value of the Wagyu animal. This effort is scheduled to
grow in the future.
Now that’s not going to be enough for some of our
members. They don’t want to sell to the wholesaler as
they don’t see him filling a need or in some case they
don’t have a nearby buyer, or they just choose to
disregard the lesson of last months column and they
want to go it on their own. The “pie in the sky” has
them mesmerized.
Can they make a go of it? Perhaps. More on that in
our next issue.

Now where does Wagyu fit into that picture? We have
about 10,000 registered Fullbloods. If we were to kill all
of them to fill the daily market for beef, we’d fill about
two hours worth. Let’s look at the F-1 feeder market.
Estimates place the number of F-1’s on feed at 30,000.
Now that, as best I can determine is a good guess, but it
further emphasizes that Wagyu really doesn’t amount to
much in terms of making a numbers impact on the
U.S. industry.
We have heard from many of our members asking
why we (the AWA) are not marketing Wagyu. Let’s pose
another question, based on the information we just
digested. What do we have to sell? We can supply
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AMERICAN ROYAL WINNERS
from the desk of Paul Redner

American Royal Announces Winners at the 2015
Steak Competition
Excellence was celebrated when the American Royal
Association announced the winners of the 2015 Steak
Competition October 25th in the Wagstaff Theater located in the American Royal Complex. Two years ago the
competition was featured in the Wall Street Journal. Beef
producers from across the nation were invited to submit
rib eye steaks to compete for the best tasting steak.
The winners were as follows:
Grand Champion Grass-Finished: Got Grassfed,
Plainview, Nebraska (2nd year in a row)
Reserve Champion Grass-Finished: Reserve Cattle
Company, Lee’s Summit, Missouri.
Grand Champion Grain-Finished: Reserve Cattle
Company, Lee’s Summit, Missouri.
Reserve Champion Grain-Finished: Lone Mountain Wagyu, Los Angeles, California.
We have often talked about efforts to market our
product and there are certainly a lot of opinions on how
it should be done. A couple of our members have taken
the bull by the horns so to speak, and are spreading the
word on Wagyu, with a direct benefit to them and an
indirect benefit to us all.
Chris Brandt (from Reserve Cattle Company) can indeed
be proud of his Grand Champion entry in the grain fed
8

steak division as well as his reserve finish in the grass
fed division. Bob Estrin (from Lone Mountain Wagyu)
came in with yet another winner as he captured Reserve
in the grain fed division. That is certainly one way to get
the word out on Wagyu.
After the beef producers submitted rib eye steaks to
compete, they were judged by a panel of experts. There
were two entry categories, Grass-finished and Grain-finished. Each steak was prepared in an identical manner at
K-State University Olathe Campus. They were cooked
on a George Forman grill, sliced into one inch cubes
and served to a panel of expert judges. Each steak was
identified only by a numerical code, to ensure unbiased
judging. Points were assigned for flavor, juiciness, and
texture and scores were tabulated by computer. The
judging took place earlier in October.
The American Royal Association is a not-for-profit
501(c)(3) corporation that has been a Kansas City tradition since 1899. Each year more than 270,000 people
attend events at the American Royal Complex. In 2014,
the Royal was able to give $1.4 million in scholarship
and educational awards. In addition to its educational
mission, the American Royal generates some $60 million
of economic impact, $4.4 million in local tax revenues,
and supports 450 jobs. For further information, see
www.americanroyal.com
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TPP TO HELP PROTECT BRANDS
from Nikkei Asian Review - 8 February 2015

SYDNEY/TOKYO -- The Trans-Pacific Partnership,
a comprehensive free trade agreement spanning parts
of the Asia-Pacific, is expected to lower tariffs on food
and agricultural products. The pact could also bring food
producers broader benefits by protecting their brands
and clearing away quarantine and customs obstacles.

But the TPP also has rules covering investment, services
and intellectual property.

To realize the full potential of the TPP, Japan,
Australia, the U.S. and the other nine members of the
free trade bloc will need to harmonize trade rules.
One high-end supermarket in Hong Kong illustrates
this principle in practice. It sells two different kinds
of Wagyu, a term that originally meant Japanese beef.
Wagyu from Yamagata Prefecture, in northern Japan,
sells for 250 Hong Kong dollars ($33) for 100 grams,
while the other Wagyu variety, from Australia, costs
HK$160, more than 30% less. “Yamagata beef is better
for “shabu-shabu” hot pot, but the Australian one is not
so bad for making steak,” said a clerk.
Scott de Bruin, a 38-year-old Australian rancher, raises
6,500 head of Wagyu cattle on a vast farm in Mount
Gambier in the state of South Australia. He includes
chocolate in the diet of his cattle to make the beef sweet
and tender. Australian Wagyu beef meets consumer
demand for high-quality steak, Bruin said.
Competition is heating up between producers of
Japanese Wagyu and its Australian namesake. Japan
is staking a claim on the name Wagyu, similar to that
claimed by Italy for parma ham or France for champagne.
What’s in a name?
A lot of media attention has focused on the negotiations
over tariffs on agricultural products such as beef and rice.

Tariffs are not the only barrier Japanese agricultural
exports face. Wagyu varieties like the one from Australia
are a threat to Japanese beef in terms of branding
strategy. The TPP’s rules could help them fend off
competition from elsewhere.
In December, Japan’s agriculture ministry designated
seven agricultural and food products associated with particular geographic areas, including Kobe beef and Yubari
melon from Hokkaido as items that it may seek protection for under rules for “geographical indications.”
GIs cover farm, fishery and forestry products, as well
as food and beverages with unique characteristics that
originate in specific locations. Products granted a GI have
a monopoly on the use of a particular geographic name.
TPP rules will make it easier member countries to
protect GI-designated products.
Member countries may, for example, be obliged to
enforce a crackdown on the use of the term “Kobe
beef ” for beef products not from that part of Western
9
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TPP TO HELP PROTECT BRANDS (CONT.)
Japan. Tetsunori Tanimoto, secretary general of the Kobe
Beef Marketing & Distribution Promotion Association,
has high hopes. The rules “would make it easy for us to
pitch Kobe beef to overseas markets,” he said.
The pact will not free up trade overnight. The agreement, once ratified, will remove tariffs on beef exports
to Chile and Peru, for example, 11 years after the TPP
takes effect. But Japan has yet to sign a quarantine agreement with either South American country. Quarantine
procedures are designed to keep diseases and pests at bay
at ports and airports. The lack of a quarantine deal means
Japanese beef producers cannot export to Chile and Peru,
even in the absence of tariffs.
In the U.S., around 600kg of high-end Japanese was
held up at a warehouse at Los Angeles International Airport for 10 days in mid-October, about two weeks after
the TPP framework agreement was struck. U.S.
inspectors said the sanitary documentation on the shipment was incomplete.
That turned out to be a mistake by U.S. officials and the
Japanese beef export was duly waved through. But
Japanese exporters were unhappy. Quarantine and
customs procedures can be significant nontariff barriers
for agricultural exports. The TPP agreement prohibits
members from creating unreasonable obstacles, including
quarantine rules, within the bloc. Working the kinks out
will take time.
To view the original article, please visit
http://asia.nikkei.com/Politics-Economy/International-Relations/
TPP-to-help-protect-brands-lower-nontariff-barriers?page=1
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A NEW & DIFFERENT LOOK AT FERTILITY
from Neogen

Ever wonder why that nice
replacement heifer didn’t conceive
the first, or second time around?
Maybe her body condition was a
little low. Maybe she was delayed in
her maturity. Maybe, maybe, maybe.
Then things go wrong, the tendency is to
think that given enough time, or improved management,
the little bovine ship will right herself. But a breakthrough
in genetics research has found some of these open heifers may have reduced ability to conceive—no matter how
long they stay in the herd. They aren’t hidden freemartins,
either. They are females carrying a portion of a Y, or
male, chromosome. It’s called the “Y SNP.”
Based on this information, GeneSeek now offers Y
chromosome testing options for both heifers and bulls.
By incorporating this technology, the cattle industry
could be greatly impacted as better reproductive
decisions can be made throughout the herd.
Discovering this, however, was no easy task and
involved a team of researchers led by geneticist Tara
McDaneld, of the U.S. Meat Animal Research Center
(USMARC) in Clay Center, Neb. McDaneld
and her team examined records for
6,400 cows and heifers from herds
across Colorado, Florida and
Nebraska. They separated data
based on whether or not the
animal became pregnant in
its first spring breeding.

The research team used a
genetic screening method called
“DNA pooling” groups of about
100 animals each were created and
genotyped—meaning their genetic
makeup was examined. Of those animals that had not conceived, researchers
found 20% to 25% tested positive for a portion
of the Y chromosome, or the Y SNP, on their DNA.
“Basically we found that the animals that tested
positive for the Y chromosome anomaly do not get
pregnant,” McDaneld said. She adds that given this is
part of the animal’s DNA, it is present from birth and
would not change over time. The group used a SNP
chip, which had over 700,000 SNPs, or variations, in an
animal’s DNA.
Using this technology it is possible to find portions of
Y chromosome where they don’t belong, like on female
DNA, for example. If this information were available to
a producer it would allow them to eliminate any female
calf carrying the Y SNP as a potential breeding animal
early in its life, saving development costs and increasing
herd fertility on the whole.
“Once we identified those SNPs, we
developed PCR [polymerase chain
reaction] tests which are a way of
amplifying the section of the
Y, so you can more quickly
find this anomaly,” McDaneld
explained. “We’ve shared
that with the genetics
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FERTILITY (CONT.)
companies and they are using the information to develop
DNA tests for use within the industry.”
This finding is the first significant step in being able
to pinpoint genetic anomalies that impact fertility. The
team’s work has found its way to genetic tests for both
commercial and seedstock producers.
Currently GeneSeek is using a low density (LD) Illumina chip on its Igenity Silver and Igenity Gold tests,
which are for commercial and crossbred producers that
can identify the Y SNP. In addition, Gene-Seek Genomic
Profilers (GGP) for seedstock producers, both in the
LD and the HD (high density) 150k versions, can also
note the anomaly.
McDaneld also said their finding has value when
choosing a bull as well. She explains there are genetic
variations on a sire’s DNA that make it possible he will
produce daughters with a portion of a Y chromosome.
A bull with Y chromosome segments in its X chromosome
will produce normal male calves, but its daughters would
have a copy of the contaminated X chromosome. That
means the reproductive capacity of the bulls’ daughters
would potentially be much poorer.

female selection for improving any trait,” he explains.
“Testing a sire before using him to produce replacement
females will improve reproductive performance in the
herd if bulls with the X chromosome genetic defect are
identified and culled.”
McDaneld adds this finding is just the first fruit to
come from research aimed at uncovering genetic
answers to fertility questions within the cattle industry.
“I really hope we get better at predicting the genetic
merit of these animals. It is a big deal to be able to look
at an animal and predict its productivity in your herd.
What that can do for the industry would be huge.”
To view the full article, please visit:
http://www.neogen.com/Genomics/pdf/Newsletters/GenomicS-

Molecular biologist John Keele, who also worked on
the project, explains a genetic test for female reproduction
in a bull would not improve his reproductive performance,
but it would be an indicator of how his daughters would
perform.
“Bulls are able to have more offspring than cows;
consequently, male selection is more effective than
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USING YOUNG BULLS IN MULTI-SIRE PASTURES
from Drovers - 23 February 2016

With spring bull sales in full swing, cow calf operators are
assessing their bull batteries and making needed purchases.
Producers often ask about the use of young bulls in the same
breeding pasture with older, larger bulls. In most instances,
this is a practice that should be discouraged if at all possible.
Young bulls will normally lose the battle of deciding who is
the dominant individual in the breeding pasture. Ranchers
report that in some cases young bulls that have been severely
“whipped” are less aggressive breeders after that incident.
Australian data on multi-sire pastures have shown that some
young bulls gain a dominant role as they mature and breed a
large percentage of the cows. Other bulls will not gain that
dominant status, and only breed a very small percentage of
the cows in a multi-sire pasture for the remainder of his stay
at the ranch. The best solution is to always place young bulls
with young bulls and mature bulls with mature bulls in the
breeding pasture.

(18 months), then he should be able to breed 15 – 18 cows.
By the time the bull is two years of age, he should be able to
breed 24 or 25 cows.
Realize that tremendous variability exists between bulls.
Some are capable of breeding many more cows than what is
suggested here. And sadly enough, a few bulls will fail when
mated to a very few cows. Hopefully, a breeding soundness exam and close observation during the first part of the
breeding season will identify those potential failures.
To visit the article, please go to:
http://www.cattlenetwork.com/advice-and-tips/drovers-cowcalf/
using-young-bulls-multi-sire-pastures-and-cow-bull-ratios

In some situations, the rancher may choose to use the
mature bulls in the first two-thirds of the breeding season,
and then rotate in the young bulls. This allows the young
bulls to gain one to two months of additional age and sexual
maturity. In addition the young bulls should have considerably fewer cows in heat at the end of the breeding season
as the mature bulls will have bred the bulk of the cows or
heifers. The young bulls will be in the breeding season only a
few weeks and should not be as “run down” or in poor body
condition at the conclusion of the breeding season.
Also a commonly asked question is: “How many cows
should be mated to young bulls?” The old rule of thumb
is to place the young bull with about as many cows as his
age in months. Therefore the true “yearling” would only be
exposed to 12 or 13 females. If he is a year and a half old
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CONFERENCE COST

Registration includes cocktail party,
conference, morning and afternoon
coffee breaks, lunches, and a
celebrity chef gala dinner.
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MEMBER

Early Registration: $395 - until Aug. 1st
Late Registration: $450 - after Aug. 1st

NON-MEMBER

Early Registration: $495 - until Aug. 1st
Late Registration: $550 - after Aug. 1st
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ACCOMMODATIONS

Coeur d’Alene Golf & Spa Resort
115 S. 2nd Street
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
(855) 999-7998
cdaresort.com
Rates: Rooms starting at $169

REGISTRATION

AMERICAN WAGYU ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 3235
Coeur d’Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-262-8100
Fax: 208-292-2670
Website: Wagyu.org
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WAGYU LIPID STUDY
from Jeri Tulley

Short Study

Your American Wagyu Association has commissioned
a study comparing the differences in lipid composition
among Wagyu cattle, free-range chicken breasts, and
wild-caught salmon. This study called the “short study”
was completed first to see if a more intensive, timeconsuming, and costly study was warranted. The results
of that short study were available for the first time at the
2015 American Wagyu Association’s annual convention
held in Ocala, Florida, and are published again as part of
this newsletter.
Dr. Stephen Smith of Texas A&M University and Dr.
Sherman Siff of Houston TX. collaborated in setting
up the parameters and conducting the testing involved.
The program called for samples from ten full-blood
black Wagyu grain-fed animals. Two Wagyu producers
volunteered to provide the required cuts. Free-range
natural chickens were purchased from three different
local grocery stores, and ten samples of Pacific Northwest
wild-caught salmon were provided by an avid fisherman.
The samples were processed for fatty acid composition,
cholesterol composition, total lipid, and lipid melting
point by extracting the lipids from the samples. In the
case of the Wagyu samples, this meant taking the center
portion of the rib steak and pulverizing it. Just the center
portion was used so that only the marbling fat was included for comparison. Smith’s lab performed the Folch
procedure, a method developed in 1957, which uses a
mixture of chloroform and methanol found to be the
best combination to extract total lipid from neutral and
phospholipid biological samples from the three types of
meats.
After investigating, Smith, who has studied fat for over
thirty years, said, “There is quite a bit of difference in

fat. As you can probably guess, the Wagyu had the most
total fat at 16.1%...higher than USDA prime which has
about 12% total fat.” The chicken was leanest at 2%,
and the salmon had 3% total fat. Because Wagyu has
more total lipids, it was also the highest in cholesterol
with 92 milligrams/100 grams of meat compared to 40
milligrams/100 grams of salmon and 39 milligrams/100
grams of chicken.
The most abundant fatty acid in the Wagyu beef was
oleic acid at 45% of the total lipid composition. Salmon
had the lowest percentage at 16, and chicken had 32%.
Oleic acid, one type of fatty acid found in nuts such as
almonds and pecans, is heralded by the American Heart
Association as being heart-healthy.
Studies have shown it to reduce or maintain LDL
(bad) cholesterol and raise HDL (good) cholesterol. In
four separate dietary studies conducted at A&M using
ground beef (which made it easier to control the percentage fat) both high and low in oleic acid, it was found
that as the level of oleic acid was stepped up, the HDL
(good cholesterol) of the participants increased.
Looking at the same study a different way, it was
found that grass fed beef did not significantly affect
HDL because it is lower in oleic acid and that grain fed
increased HDL and had no effect on LDL cholesterol or
any other risk factors for cardiovascular disease. An additional finding was that long-term grain fed had an even
more magnified positive health effect because it contained the highest levels of oleic acid. As an interesting side note, Smith and Siff confirmed that full-blood
Wagyu cattle in America have similar in fat composition
to Japanese Wagyu, although slightly lower in oleic acid
(45% compared to typical Japanese fat composition percentages of 50%). Smith hypothesized that this might
15
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STUDY (CONT.)
be because the Japanese usually feed cattle longer, or
possibly that it might be due to genetics.
The study proved that Wagyu beef is a great source
of oleic acid, and it also proved that only cold-water fish
are a good source for marine fats like EPA and DHA,
as both chicken and Wagyu have barely measurable
amounts of those fats.

lipid melting point at 3°C. Chicken was at 29°C, and
Wagyu was at 27°C. Smith pointed out that conventional beef ’s lipid melting point is 35°C. That is one of the
reasons why Wagyu provides a premium eating
experience compared to other beef.
See the complete short term study here an on the
AWA web site

Lipid melting point was also investigated in this study.
Smith says that it is important because “the melting
point of the fat is what produces that smooth mouth
feel you get when you eat Wagyu. It is definitely something that can be perceived.” Salmon had the lowest

WAGYU CATTLE BUYER$
A Bar N Ranch
contact Cade Nichols 972-978-9296

Jackman Florida Wagyu Beef
contact Mark Hoegh 903-910-9121

A to Z Feeders
contact Jim Skartvedt 712-243-4515

Mishima Reserve Wagyu Beef
contact Shane Lindsay 208-941-3793

Agri Beef
contact Office 208-338-2500

Morris Stock Farm
contact Joe Morris 806-922-5274

Imperial Wagyu Beef
contact Lawrence Adams 402-426-8512
* If anyone else is in the market for stocker calves, feeder calves or fats just send us an e-mail with
your contact information and we’ll post you to our buyers list. *
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APR. 08, 2016
West & Northwest
CO

MT/WY

CA

NV/UT

Central

WA/OR
AZ/NM
/ID

TX

KS/MO

Southeast

ND/SD

NE

OK

IA

AL

AR

FL

GA

LA/MS

KY/TN

wts
9-10
8-9
7-8
6-7
5-6
4-5

STEER
132-137
146-151
157-163
177-186
193-204
202-214

133-144
147-153
158-174
168-187
188-205
195-215

129-136
137-144
148-156
166-177
184-196
200-212

128-135
136-144
147-155
164-176
181-195
199-211

126-135
136-145
147-157
164-180
182-198
196-210

126-136
135-145
145-156
162-176
179-194
197-212

wts
9-10
8-9
7-8
6-7
5-6
4-5

STEER
135-143
143-151
152-162
163-175
185-197
199-213

133-142
142-152
152-163
162-180
188-200
199-223

141-146
150-155
170-176
170-179
190-201
197-209

145-150
151-156
169-175
174-183
197-208
206-218

135-143
146-154
153-163
168-180
185-197
201-215

140-145
152-157
160-166
168-177
187-198
199-211

wts
9-10
8-9
7-8
6-7
5-6
4-5

STEER
128-136
137-145
144-154
163-175
173-185
186-200

130-138
140-148
150-160
166-178
185-197
199-213

124-132
133-141
140-150
163-175
170-182
185-199

128-136
137-145
144-154
166-178
173-185
186-200

128-136
137-145
144-154
163-175
173-185
186-200

131-139
136-144
148-158
160-172
172-184
186-200

8-9
7-8
6-7
5-6
4-5

138-143
145-151
152-161
168-179
179-191

135-144
142-152
148-162
163-180
180-193

129-136
135-143
144-155
158-170
176-188

128-136
134-142
141-154
156-169
173-187

128-137
134-145
142-155
156-173
173-186

127-137
132-143
139-153
154-169
171-186

8-9
7-8
6-7
5-6
4-5

133-142
137-149
143-155
159-172
169-185

137-142
144-150
150-159
165-176
183-195

136-141
148-154
157-166
164-175
181-193

135-143
138-148
150-162
160-172
175-189

135-140
142-148
152-161
162-173
176-188

8-9
7-8
6-7
5-6
4-5

123-131
126-136
140-152
148-160
163-177

129-137
134-144
141-153
157-169
171-185

119-127
121-131
137-149
145-157
160-174

123-131
125-135
140-152
148-160
161-175

123-131
126-136
140-152
148-160
160-174

123-131
133-143
133-145
146-158
158-172

69-82
63-77
90-100

77-83
71-77
87-98

74-80
67-73
87-99

71-82
67-78
85-98

76-82
62-75
87-99

util
cn/cut
bulls

133-141
136-146
145-157
156-168
174-188
COWS
74-81
79-83
99-105

HEIFER

COWS

util
75-84
cn/cut 69-79
bulls 95-105

West — Feeder cattle prices were steady
to $2 lower. Calf prices were steady to $4
lower. Slaughter cow prices were $2 to $5
higher. — Chad Spearman

HEIFER

72-83 68-83 68-86 75-85
70-84
64-84 63-77 63-75 78-82
63-75
95-105 95-105 91-101 102-110 90-100

Central — Feeder cattle prices were steady
to $2 lower. Calf prices were steady to $4
lower. Slaughter cow prices were $2 to $5
higher. — Troy Applehans

DON’T FORGET...

DATES TO REMEMBER
2016
Steaks are High Sale			
Bar R Production Sale			
Prime Time International Sale
Annual Conference		

HEIFER

COWS

util 72-80
cn/cut 70-75
bulls 88-98

72-80 69-79 70-80 72-80
65-75 69-74 70-75 68-76
94-103 97-104 98-105 95-105

73-78
70-76
94-99

Southeast — Feeder cattle values were $2 to
$6 lower for the week. Calves ranged from
$2 to $10 lower. Market cows were $3 to $5
higher. — Troy Applehans

COMEDY CORNER

April 23
May 21
Aug. 06
Sept. 14-16
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